EDART STATUS UPDATE – SOS MEETING

I. December Enhancements – 12/11

- Ability to attach files to Generation outage tickets.
- Transmission Outage Tickets enhancements
  - Conflict Mitigation
  - Mitigation of System Impact Notes
  - Email check for monthly NDA signoff
  - Locked Tickets
- Downloads and Reports of Historical TERM Tickets
- Attachment G form in eDART

II. Future Enhancements

- Voltage Schedule – new tool for transmission and generation users to communicate voltage schedules. Web interface & XML supported.
- Company Distributed Workflow (~June 2019)
  - Company admins will be able to assign agent companies to act on their behalf.
  - Company admins for Generation companies will be able to split eDART tasks on per unit/per user basis.
  - Minimize the need for multiple sub-accounts per company and multiple user accounts per person.

III. Discussion Topics

- User Experience Analysis for the eDART Refresh is ongoing. Users of the eDART web UI and browserless interface (including vendors) interested in providing feedback should contact Chidi Ofoegbu.

- The December 2018 enhancements were discussed during the eDART User group meetings on Tuesday, October 16.
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